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ITAPS4 ITI Automotive Skate $28.99 2

ITI Automotive Skates are ideal to use when moving, loading and unloading a 
locked, disabled or wrecked car or truck. These ITI Skates will drastically reduce the 
moving resistance, eliminate tire damage and make your operator more efficient and 
safer. Simply wedge a skate under the tires of the vehicle and begin winching. In 
times when you are having difficulty wedging the skates beneath the tires or wheels, 
the large face and durable design of the ITI skate withstands being driven into place 
with a mallet. These lightweight skates perform well on most surfaces including 
gravel, asphalt and cement. Also, utilizing skates when loading vehicles will protect 
the deck of your bed or trailer from damage. A better customer service will be 
provided because the skates will minimize the scrapes and mars on the driveway or 
parking lot too! ITI automotive skates are made from a unique recycled material 
which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA. For the pair of skates use part 
#ITAPS4-PR.  For a set of 4 skates use part #ITAPS4-KIT.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 16"L x 3.5"W x 3.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

ITAPS4-PR ITI Automotive Skate Pair $51.99 4

This ITI Automotive Skate pair of 2 are ideal to use when moving, loading and 
unloading a locked, disabled or wrecked car or truck. These ITI Skates will 
drastically reduce the moving resistance, eliminate tire damage and make your 
operator more efficient and safer. Simply wedge a skate under the tires of the 
vehicle and begin winching. In times when you are having difficulty wedging the 
skates beneath the tires or wheels, the large face and durable design of the ITI skate 
withstands being driven into place with a mallet. These lightweight skates perform 
well on most surfaces including gravel, asphalt and cement. Also, utilizing skates 
when loading vehicles will protect the deck of your bed or trailer from damage. A 
better customer service will be provided because the skates will minimize the 
scrapes and mars on the driveway or parking lot too! ITI automotive skates are made 
from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 16"L x 3.5"W x 3.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold in set of two

ITAPS4-KIT ITI Automotive Skate Kit $99.99 8

This ITI Automotive Skate kit of 4 are ideal to use when moving, loading and 
unloading a locked, disabled or wrecked car or truck. These ITI Skates will 
drastically reduce the moving resistance, eliminate tire damage and make your 
operator more efficient and safer. Simply wedge a skate under the tires of the 
vehicle and begin winching. In times when you are having difficulty wedging the 
skates beneath the tires or wheels, the large face and durable design of the ITI skate 
withstands being driven into place with a mallet. These lightweight skates perform 
well on most surfaces including gravel, asphalt and cement. Also, utilizing skates 
when loading vehicles will protect the deck of your bed or trailer from damage. A 
better customer service will be provided because the skates will minimize the 
scrapes and mars on the driveway or parking lot too! ITI automotive skates are made 
from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 16"L x 3.5"W x 3.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold in set of four

ITAPSY4 ITI Yellow Automotive Skate $28.99 2

ITI Yellow Automotive Skates are ideal to use when moving, loading and unloading a 
locked, disabled or wrecked car or truck. These ITI Skates will drastically reduce the 
moving resistance, eliminate tire damage and make your operator more efficient and 
safer. Simply wedge a skate under the tires of the vehicle and begin winching. In 
times when you are having difficulty wedging the skates beneath the tires or wheels, 
the large face and durable design of the ITI skate withstands being driven into place 
with a mallet. These lightweight skates perform well on most surfaces including 
gravel, asphalt and cement. Also, utilizing skates when loading vehicles will protect 
the deck of your bed or trailer from damage. A better customer service will be 
provided because the skates will minimize the scrapes and mars on the driveway or 
parking lot too! ITI automotive skates are made from a unique recycled material 
which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA. For the pair of yellow skates use 
part #ITAPSY4-PR.  For a set of 4 yellow skates use part #ITAPSY4-KIT.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* New yellow color
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 16"L x 3.5"W x 3.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

ITAPSY4-PR ITI Yellow Automotive Skate Pair $51.99 4

These ITI Yellow Automotive Skate Pair of 2 are ideal to use when moving, loading 
and unloading a locked, disabled or wrecked car or truck. These ITI Skates will 
drastically reduce the moving resistance, eliminate tire damage and make your 
operator more efficient and safer. Simply wedge a skate under the tires of the 
vehicle and begin winching. In times when you are having difficulty wedging the 
skates beneath the tires or wheels, the large face and durable design of the ITI skate 
withstands being driven into place with a mallet. These lightweight skates perform 
well on most surfaces including gravel, asphalt and cement. Also, utilizing skates 
when loading vehicles will protect the deck of your bed or trailer from damage. A 
better customer service will be provided because the skates will minimize the 
scrapes and mars on the driveway or parking lot too! ITI automotive skates are made 
from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA. 
For a set of 4 yellow skates use part #ITAPSY4-KIT.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 16"L x 3.5"W x 3.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold in set of two

ITAPSY4-KIT ITI Yellow Automotive Skate Kit $99.99 8

These ITI Yellow Automotive Skate Kit of 4 are ideal to use when moving, loading 
and unloading a locked, disabled or wrecked car or truck. These ITI Skates will 
drastically reduce the moving resistance, eliminate tire damage and make your 
operator more efficient and safer. Simply wedge a skate under the tires of the 
vehicle and begin winching. In times when you are having difficulty wedging the 
skates beneath the tires or wheels, the large face and durable design of the ITI skate 
withstands being driven into place with a mallet. These lightweight skates perform 
well on most surfaces including gravel, asphalt and cement. Also, utilizing skates 
when loading vehicles will protect the deck of your bed or trailer from damage. A 
better customer service will be provided because the skates will minimize the 
scrapes and mars on the driveway or parking lot too! ITI automotive skates are made 
from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 16"L x 3.5"W x 3.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold in set of four

ITBT  ITI Big & Tall Automotive Skate $52.99 5

ITI Big and Tall Automotive Skates are ideal to use when moving, loading and 
unloading a locked, disabled or wrecked car or truck with larger tire dimensions. It is 
also great for use with equipment or tractors with larger tires. These ITI Skates will 
drastically reduce the moving resistance, eliminate tire damage and make your 
operator more efficient and safer. Simply wedge a skate under the tires of the 
vehicle and begin winching. In times when you are having difficulty wedging the 
skates beneath the tires or wheels, the large face and durable design of the ITI skate 
withstands being driven into place with a mallet. These lightweight skates perform 
well on most surfaces including gravel, asphalt and cement. Also, utilizing skates 
when loading vehicles will protect the deck of your bed or trailer from damage. A 
better customer service will be provided because the skates will minimize the 
scrapes and mars on the driveway or parking lot too! ITI automotive skates are made 
from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA. 
For the pair of Big & Tall skates use part #ITBT-PR.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 16"L x 5.5"W x 5.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

ITI Distributor
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2661 E Grand River Ave, 
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ITBT-PR ITI Big & Tall Automotive Skate Pair $96.99 10

ITI Big and Tall Automotive Skates Pair of 2 are ideal to use when moving, loading 
and unloading a locked, disabled or wrecked car or truck with larger tire dimensions. 
They are also great for use with equipment or tractors with larger tires.These ITI 
Skates will drastically reduce the moving resistance, eliminate tire damage and 
make your operator more efficient and safer. Simply wedge a skate under the tires of 
the vehicle and begin winching. In times when you are having difficulty wedging the 
skates beneath the tires or wheels, the large face and durable design of the ITI skate 
withstands being driven into place with a mallet. These lightweight skates perform 
well on most surfaces including gravel, asphalt and cement. Also, utilizing skates 
when loading vehicles will protect the deck of your bed or trailer from damage. A 
better customer service will be provided because the skates will minimize the 
scrapes and mars on the driveway or parking lot too! ITI automotive skates are made 
from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 16"L x 5.5"W x 5.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold in a set of two

ITBTXL ITI XL Big & Tall Automotive Skate $73.99 8

ITI XL Big and Tall Automotive Skates are ideal to use when moving, loading and 
unloading a locked, disabled or wrecked car or truck with larger tire dimensions. This 
XL skate is 5 inches longer than the standard "Big & Tall" skate - perfect for the 
oversized pick-up truck tires. It is also great for use with equipment or tractors with 
larger tires. These ITI Skates will drastically reduce the moving resistance, eliminate 
tire damage and make your operator more efficient and safer. Simply wedge a skate 
under the tires of the vehicle and begin winching. In times when you are having 
difficulty wedging the skates beneath the tires or wheels, the large face and durable 
design of the ITI skate withstands being driven into place with a mallet. These 
lightweight skates perform well on most surfaces including gravel, asphalt and 
cement. Also, utilizing skates when loading vehicles will protect the deck of your bed 
or trailer from damage. A better customer service will be provided because the 
skates will minimize the scrapes and mars on the driveway or parking lot too! ITI 
automotive skates are made from a unique recycled material which provides the 
most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive products. ITI 
skates are manufactured in the USA.  For the pair of XL Big & Tall Skates use part 
#ITBTXL-PR.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 21"L x 5.5"W X 5.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

ITBTXL-PR ITI XL Big & Tall Automotive Skate Pair $135.99 16

ITI XL Big and Tall Automotive Skates Pair of 2 are ideal to use when moving, 
loading and unloading a locked, disabled or wrecked car or truck with larger tire 
dimensions. This XL skate is 5 inches longer than the standard "Big & Tall" skate - 
perfect for the oversized pick-up truck tires. It is also great for use with equipment or 
tractors with larger tires. These ITI Skates will drastically reduce the moving 
resistance, eliminate tire damage and make your operator more efficient and safer. 
Simply wedge a skate under the tires of the vehicle and begin winching. In times 
when you are having difficulty wedging the skates beneath the tires or wheels, the 
large face and durable design of the ITI skate withstands being driven into place with 
a mallet. These lightweight skates perform well on most surfaces including gravel, 
asphalt and cement. Also, utilizing skates when loading vehicles will protect the deck 
of your bed or trailer from damage. A better customer service will be provided 
because the skates will minimize the scrapes and mars on the driveway or parking 
lot too! ITI automotive skates are made from a unique recycled material which 
provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 21"L x 5.5"W X 5.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold in a set if two

ITCAS6 ITI Control Arm Skate $139.99 13

ITI Control Arm Skate is designed for use on a disabled or wrecked vehicle with a 
missing wheel or lugnuts, a broken ball joint, control arm, axle or other suspension 
components. The top of this patented skate has a pocket for the ball-joint and 
cradles the a-frame of the suspension. The rounded ends of this skate allow for easy 
loading as it will navigate the approach lip of a bed or trailer. ITI Control Arm Skates 
are made from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and 
longest lasting performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are 
manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 19"L x 5-1/2"W x 5-1/2"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

ITCASY6 ITI Yellow Control Arm Skate $139.99 13

ITI Yellow Control Arm Skate is designed for use on a disabled or wrecked vehicle 
with a missing wheel or lugnuts, a broken ball joint, control arm, axle or other 
suspension components. The top of this patented skate has a pocket for the ball-
joint and cradles the a-frame of the suspension. The rounded ends of this skate 
allow for easy loading as it will navigate the approach lip of a bed or trailer. ITI 
Control Arm Skates are made from a unique recycled material which provides the 
most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive products. ITI 
skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* New yellow color
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 19"L x 5-1/2"W x 5-1/2"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

ITCAS6E ITI Height Extender for the Control Arm Skate $96.99 5

This ITI Height Extender is designed to work in tandem with the ITI Control Arm 
Skate (Item # ITCAS6). The Height Extender provides additional ground clearance 
when maneuvering certain vehicles. Nested together, the two combine for an overall 
height of 8.5". The ITI Height Extender is made from a unique recycled material 
which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5.5"W x 5.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

ITCASY6E ITI Yellow Height Extender for the Control Arm Skate $96.99

This ITI Height Extender is designed to work in tandem with the ITI Control Arm 
Skate (Item #ITCAS6). The Height Extender provides additional ground clearance 
when maneuvering certain vehicles. Nested together, the two combine for an overall 
height of 8.5".  The ITI Height Extender is made from a unique recycled material 
which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. All skates by ITI, formerly I Tow In, Inc., are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* New Yellow Color
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5.5"W x 5-3/8"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

ITCAS6U ITI Axle Tube Height Extender for the Control Arm Skate $96.99 5

ITI Axle Tube Height Extender works in tandem with the ITI Standard Control Arm 
Skate (Item # ITCAS6). This Axle Tub Height Extender provides additional ground 
clearance when maneuvering certain vehicles and trailers by the axles. This is often 
used when dealing with a missing wheel or lugnuts or a broken axle or other 
suspension components. Nested together, the two combine for an overall height of 
9-3/4”. The ITI Height Extender is made from a unique recycled material which 
provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA. 

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5.5"W x 5.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

ITCASY6U ITI Yellow Axle Tube Height Extender for the Control Arm Skate $96.99

ITI Axle Tube Height Extender works in tandem with the ITI Standard Control Arm 
Skate (Item #ITCAS6). This Axle Tub Height Extender provides additional ground 
clearance when maneuvering certain vehicles and trailers by the axles. This is often 
used when dealing with a missing wheel or lugnuts or a broken axle or other 
suspension components. Nested together, the two combine for an overall height of 
9-3/4 .  The ITI Height Extender is made from a unique recycled material which 
provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. All skates by ITI, formerly I Tow In, Inc., are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* New Yellow Color
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5.5"W x 5-3/8"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

To Order 
Equipment or Parts Call

517-647-4441 OR 616-527-1672 
WWW.REEDANDHOPPES.COM

ITI Distributor
Reed & Hoppes Inc.

2661 E Grand River Ave, 
Portland, MICHIGAN 48875
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ITCAS4 ITI Low Pro Control Arm Skate $104.99 5

ITI Low Profile Control Arm Skate is designed for use on a disabled or wrecked 
vehicle with a missing wheel or lugnuts, a broken ball joint, control arm, axle or other 
suspension components. This skate is perfect for use with high-end vehicles with low 
clearance concerns. The top of this patented skate has a pocket for the ball-joint and 
cradles the a-frame of the suspension. The rounded ends of this skate allow for easy 
loading as it will navigate the approach lip of a bed or trailer. ITI Control Arm Skates 
are made from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and 
longest lasting performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are 
manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 18"L x 3.5"W x 3.5"H
* Cable handle
* Sold individually

ITCAS4E ITI Height Extender for the Low Pro Control Arm Skate $78.99 3

This ITI Height Extender is designed to work specifically with the the ITI Low Profile 
Control Arm Skate (Item # ITCAS4). The Height Extender provides additional ground 
clearance when maneuvering certain vehicles. Nested together, the two combine for 
an overall height of 5-1/2”. The ITI Height Extender is made from a unique recycled 
material which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus 
competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 18"L x 3-1/2"W x 5-1/2"H
* Sold individually

ITCCRL ITI Starter Ramp $45.99 4

ITI Starter Ramp bridges the gap between the tail of a flatbed car carrier or trailer 
ramp and the ground surface, creating an easy transition between uneven surfaces. 
This starter ramp is designed with a 90 degree notch for the tail to sit in place. The 
low load angle the ramp provides prevents unnecessary damage to high-end 
vehicles or equipment with low clearance issues. The ITI ramp is made from a 
unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA. 
For the pair use part #ITCCRL-PR.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Stronger than wood
* Tapered design
* Dimensions: 14"L x 8"W x 2-3/8"H
* Sold individually

ITCCRL-PR ITI Starter Ramp Pair $81.99 8

ITI Starter Ramp Pair of 2 bridges the gap between the tail of a flatbed car carrier or 
trailer ramp and the ground surface, creating an easy transition between uneven 
surfaces. This starter ramp is designed with a 90 degree notch for the tail to sit in 
place. The low load angle the ramp provides prevents unnecessary damage to high-
end vehicles or equipment with low clearance issues. The ITI ramp is made from a 
unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Stronger than wood
* Tapered design
* Dimensions: 14"L x 8"W x 2-3/8"H
* Sold in a set of two

ITCCRU ITI Starter Ramp for Aluminum Tails $45.99 4

ITI Starter Ramp for Aluminum Tails bridges the gap between the tail of an aluminum 
flatbed car carrier or aluminum trailer ramp and the ground surface, creating an easy 
transition between uneven surfaces. Most aluminum beds or ramps have a rounded 
edge so this ramp is designed with a rounded notch for the tail to sit in place. The 
low load angle the ramp provides prevents unnecessary damage to high-end 
vehicles or equipment with low clearance issues. The ITI ramp is made from a 
unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA. 
For the pair use part #ITCCRU-PR.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Stronger than wood
* Open box design
* Dimensions: 14"L x 8"W x 2-1/4"H
* Sold individually

ITCCRU-PR ITI Starter Ramp Pair for Aluminum Beds $81.99 8

ITI Starter Ramp Pair of 2 for Aluminum Tails bridges the gap between the tail of an 
aluminum flatbed car carrier or aluminum trailer ramp and the ground surface, 
creating an easy transition between uneven surfaces. Most aluminum beds or ramps 
have a rounded edge so this ramp is designed with a rounded notch for the tail to sit 
in place. The low load angle the ramp provides prevents unnecessary damage to 
high-end vehicles or equipment with low clearance issues. The ITI ramp is made 
from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Stronger than wood
* Open box design
* Dimensions: 14"L x 8"W x 2-1/4"H
* Sold in a set of two

ITCSP6 ITI Pocket Plug Container Skate $118.99 7

Utilizing the Pocket Plug Container Skate from ITI makes loading or moving shipping 
containers slick and easy! Place this patented sea container skate beneath the 
corner of the container - fitting the raised plug nicely into the oblong pocket of the 
container. The skate's rounded ends eases the transition from the ground surface to 
the angle of a rollback carrier or trailer. The slick surface of the skate makes moving 
objects easy! The ITI Pocket Plug Container Skate is made from a unique recycled 
material which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus 
competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA. For the pair of skates 
use part #ITCSP6-PR.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5.5"W x 5.38"L
* Sold individually

ITCSP6-PR ITI Pocket Plug Container Skate Pair $199.99 14

Utilizing the Pocket Plug Container Skate Pair of 2 from ITI makes loading or moving 
shipping containers slick and easy! Place this patented sea container skate beneath 
the corner of the container - fitting the raised plug nicely into the oblong pocket of the 
container. The skate's rounded ends eases the transition from the ground surface to 
the angle of a rollback carrier or trailer. The slick surface of the skate makes moving 
objects easy! The ITI Pocket Plug Container Skate is made from a unique recycled 
material which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus 
competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT a pull 
point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5.5"W x 5.38"L
* Sold in a set of two

ITCSP5 ITI Low Pro Pocket Plug Container Skate $62.99 4

Utilizing the Low Pro Pocket Plug Container Skate from ITI makes loading or moving 
shipping containers slick and easy! This patented skate has a low-profile design 
achieving an overall lower height of the container when loaded on a trailer or a 
flatbed on a truck.  Place the sea container skate beneath the corner of the container 
- fitting the raised plug nicely into the oblong pocket of the container.  The skate's 
rounded ends eases the transition from the ground surface to the angle of a rollback 
carrier or trailer. The slick surface of the skate makes moving objects easy! The ITI 
Low Pro Pocket Plug Container Skate is made from a unique recycled material 
which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 11.75"L x 5.5"W x 2.69"H
* Sold individually

ITCSPX ITI Flush End Container Skate $89.99 1.8

The Flush End Container Skate from ITI makes loading or moving shipping 
containers slick and easy! This container skate is unique in that it is designed to sit 
flush to the edge of the shipping container.  This allows for closer side-by-side 
storage of the containers when in a storage yard.  This patented skate has a low-
profile design allowing a lower overall height of the container when loaded on a 
trailer or a flatbed on a truck.  Place the sea container skate beneath the corner of 
the container - fitting the raised plug nicely into the oblong pocket of the container.  
The skate's rounded ends eases the transition from the ground surface to the angle 
of a rollback carrier or trailer. The slick surface of the skate makes moving objects 
easy! The ITI Flush End Container Skate is made from a unique recycled material 
which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 11.75"L x 5.5"W x 2.69"H
* Sold individually

ITCS444 ITI Crossmember Container Skate $62.99 3

ITI Crossmember Container Skate makes loading and moving shipping containers 
easier. When the corner pockets are not accessible due to dirt, mud or debris - this 
handy skate is the tool to use. Simply find a crossmember on the bottom side of the 
sea container and place the crossmember into the 4x4 pocket and winch into 
position. The skate's tapered end eases the transition from the ground surface to the 
angle of a rollback carrier or trailer. The slick surface of the skate makes moving 
objects easy! The ITI Crossmember Container Skate is made from a unique recycled 
material which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus 
competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 11-3/8"L x 3-1/2"W x 3-1/2"
H
* Sold individually

ITCS4 ITI Universal Container Skate $31.99 2

This ITI Universal Container Skate makes loading and moving shipping containers 
easier.  When the corner pockets are not accessible, this flat, low profile skate is the 
tool to use since you can place it anywhere along the bottom of the sea container. 
The container sits on the flat area of the skate and is winched into position. The 
skate's tapered end eases the transition from the ground surface to the angle of a 
rollback carrier or trailer. The slick surface of the skate makes moving objects easy! 
The ITI Universal Container Skate is made from a unique recycled material which 
provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Sold individually

To Order 
Equipment or Parts Call

517-647-4441 OR 616-527-1672 
WWW.REEDANDHOPPES.COM

ITI Distributor
Reed & Hoppes Inc.

2661 E Grand River Ave, 
Portland, MICHIGAN 48875
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ITSAS ITI Skate Around $102.99 4

ITI Skate Around is a general purpose skate that can be used to move vehicles, 
equipment, furniture and anything you can imagine. It’s low-profile design gives you 
the versatility to fit in tighter spaces.  The slick surface of the skate makes moving 
objects easy! The ITI Skate Around is made from a unique recycled material which 
provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive 
products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Stronger than wood
* General purpose 
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5-1/4" x 2-1/2"H
* Sold individually

ITMS ITI Machinery Skate $18.99 0.5

This ITI Machinery Skate is designed specifically for moving equipment and other 
heavy machinery.  These ITI Skates will drastically reduce the moving resistance 
allowing for easier placement of heavier equipment while protecting the floor. The 
low-profile design features a beveled cutout on the skate surface to cradle 
machinery legs, when needed. Flip this skate upside down and use it as a loading 
ramp to provide a tapered approach. ITI machinery skates are made from a unique 
recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance 
versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA. For a set of 4 
skates use part #ITMS-KIT.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 7"L x 3-1/2"W x 3-1/4"H
* Sold individually

ITMS-KIT ITI Machinery Skate Kit $65.99 2

This ITI Machinery Skate Kit of 4 is designed specifically for moving equipment and 
other heavy machinery.  These ITI Skates will drastically reduce the moving 
resistance allowing for easier placement of heavier equipment while protecting the 
floor. The low-profile design features a beveled cutout on the skate surface to cradle 
machinery legs, when needed. Flip this skate upside down and use it as a loading 
ramp to provide a tapered approach. ITI machinery skates are made from a unique 
recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance 
versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 7"L x 3-1/2"W x 3-1/4"H
* Sold in a set of four

ITMS6 ITI Large Machinery Skate $49.99 3

This Large ITI Machinery Skate are designed specifically for moving equipment and 
other heavy machinery.  These ITI Skates will drastically reduce the moving 
resistance allowing for easier placement of heavier equipment while protecting the 
floor. The low-profile design features a beveled cutout on the skate surface to cradle 
machinery legs, when needed. Flip this skate upside down and use it as a loading 
ramp to provide a tapered approach. ITI machinery skates are made from a unique 
recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance 
versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA. For a set of 4 
skates use part #ITMS6-KIT.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5.5"W x 2-3/4"H
* Sold individually

ITMS6-KIT ITI Large Machinery Skate Kit $175.99 12

This Large ITI Machinery Skate Kit of 4 are designed specifically for moving 
equipment and other heavy machinery.  These ITI Skates will drastically reduce the 
moving resistance allowing for easier placement of heavier equipment while 
protecting the floor. The low-profile design features a beveled cutout on the skate 
surface to cradle machinery legs, when needed. Flip this skate upside down and use 
it as a loading ramp to provide a tapered approach. ITI machinery skates are made 
from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest lasting 
performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5-1/2"W x 2-3/4"H
* Sold in a set of four

ITSSS ITI Trailer Jack Skate $102.99 0.5

ITI Trailer Jack Skate is used when loading or moving trailers. Place the trailer jack 
pedestal shoe or wheel into the pocket of the skate.  The slick surface of the skate 
allows for more easily moving a trailer by hand - without having to lift the tongue of 
the trailer off the ground.  It also protects parking lots, driveways and warehouse 
floors from damage or marring. You can utilize this skate when loading a disabled 
vehicle with a trailer hitch, too!  As the vehicle makes the approach up the incline of 
a trailer or car carrier, this skate can be placed below the hitch to prevent the hitch 
from gouging the road surface or parking lot, causing unnecessary damage. The 
slick surface of the skate makes moving objects easy! The ITI Trailer Jack Skate is 
made from a unique recycled material which provides the most durable and longest 
lasting performance versus competitive products. ITI skates are manufactured in the 
USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Stronger than wood
* Open box design
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5-3/8" x 2-1/2"H
* Sold individually

ITLW ITI Lockout Wedges $7.99 0.25

ITI Lockout Wedges create the necessary gap between the window and door frame 
to insert lockout tools on a locked vehicle. The tapered design slides past the 
weatherstripping and then widens as the wedge is pushed deeper. The recycled 
plastic material is durable for years of reliable use. ITI products are manufactured in 
the USA. 

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Stronger than wood
* Sold individually

ITCSP5L ITI Low Pro Pocket Plug Container Skate with Lock Tab $85.99

Utilizing the Low Pro Pocket Plug Container Skate from ITI makes loading or
moving shipping containers slick and easy! This patented skate has a
low-profile design achieving an overall lower height of the container when
loaded on a trailer or a flatbed on a truck.  Place the sea container skate
beneath the corner of the container - fitting the raised plug nicely into the
oblong pocket of the container.  The skate's rounded ends eases the transition
from the ground surface to the angle of a rollback carrier or trailer. The
slick surface of the skate makes moving objects easy!

ITI has added a new twist to its line of container skates by adding a quarter-turn 
locking tab to the top side. The steel plate is held in place by a recessed through-bolt 
with a locking nut, flat washer and stainless-steel friction washer. Once the container 
skate is inserted into the corner pocket of the sea can, the safety tab can be turned a 
quarter-turn in either direction to hold the skate in place. The locking tab prevents 
the skate from disconnecting from the container while sliding across uneven 
surfaces.

The ITI Low Pro Pocket Plug Container Skate is made from a unique recycled
material which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus
competitive products. All skates by ITI, formerly I Tow In, Inc., are
manufactured in the USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 11.75"L x 5.5"W x 2.69"H
* Sold individually

ITCSP6L ITI Pocket Plug Container Skate with Lock Tab $139.99

Utilizing the Pocket Plug Container Skate from ITI makes loading or moving
shipping containers slick and easy! Place this patented sea container skate
beneath the corner of the container - fitting the raised plug nicely into the
oblong pocket of the container. The skate's rounded ends eases the transition
from the ground surface to the angle of a rollback carrier or trailer. The
slick surface of the skate makes moving objects easy!

ITI has added a new twist to its line of container skates by adding a quarter-turn 
locking tab to the top side. The steel plate is held in place by a recessed through-bolt 
with a locking nut, flat washer and stainless-steel friction washer. Once the container 
skate is inserted into the corner pocket of the sea can, the safety tab can be turned a 
quarter-turn in either direction to hold the skate in place. The locking tab prevents 
the skate from disconnecting from the container while sliding across uneven 
surfaces.

The ITI Pocket Plug Container Skate is made from a unique recycled material
which provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus
competitive products. All skates by ITI, formerly I Tow In, Inc., are
manufactured in the USA. 

* Please note the attached wire lanyard is for handling and storage only - NOT
a pull point.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 12"L x 5.5"W x 5.38"L
* Sold individually

To Order 
Equipment or Parts Call

517-647-4441 OR 616-527-1672 
WWW.REEDANDHOPPES.COM

ITI Distributor
Reed & Hoppes Inc.

2661 E Grand River Ave, 
Portland, MICHIGAN 48875
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ITCSPXL ITI Flush End Container Skate with Lock Tab $104.99

The Flush End Container Skate from ITI makes loading or moving shipping
containers slick and easy! This container skate is unique in that it is
designed to sit flush to the edge of the shipping container.  This allows for
closer side-by-side storage of the containers when in a storage yard.  This
patented skate has a low-profile design allowing a lower overall height of the
container when loaded on a trailer or a flatbed on a truck.  Place the sea
container skate beneath the corner of the container - fitting the raised plug
nicely into the oblong pocket of the container.  The skate's rounded ends eases
the transition from the ground surface to the angle of a rollback carrier or
trailer. The slick surface of the skate makes moving objects easy!

ITI has added a new twist to its line of container skates by adding a quarter-turn 
locking tab to the top side. The steel plate is held in place by a recessed through-bolt 
with a locking nut, flat washer and stainless-steel friction washer. Once the container 
skate is inserted into the corner pocket of the sea can, the safety tab can be turned a 
quarter-turn in either direction to hold the skate in place. The locking tab prevents 
the skate from disconnecting from the container while sliding across uneven 
surfaces.

The ITI Flush End Container Skate is made from a unique recycled material which
provides the most durable and longest lasting performance versus competitive
products. All skates by ITI, formerly I Tow In, Inc., are manufactured in the
USA.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood
* Dimensions: 11.75"L x 5.5"W x 2.69"H
* Sold individually

ITI-MK ITI Rollback Master Kit $648.99

Make room in your car carrier toolbox for this Rollback Master Kit from ITI. ITI skates 
are known for their durability and reliability when it comes moving locked or disabled 
vehicles. This kit features a set of four automotive skates for use with most 
passenger vehicles, and a pair of Big & Tall Skates and a pair of XL Big & Tall 
Skates for those larger tires found on pickups and SUVs. The kit also includes a 
control arm skate suited for vehicles with wheel impairment or suspension issues as 
well as two extensions: one for additional clearance and another for trailer axles. 
Lastly, the ITI Rollback Master Kit comes with a Trailer Jack Skate for moving trailers 
or protecting receiver hitches and a Lockout Wedge for use with door tools. Save 
over buying these products individually.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood

Kit Includes: 
* (1) ITI Automotive Skate Kit - Set of 4
* (1) ITI Big & Tall Automotive Skate Pair - 
Set of 2
* (1) ITI XL Big & Tall Automotive Skate 
Pair - Set of 2
* (1) ITI Control Arm Skate
* (1) ITI Height Extender for the Control 
Arm Skate
* (1) ITI Axle Tube Height Extender for the 
Control Arm Skate
* (1) ITI Lockout Wedge
* (1) ITI Trailer Jack Skate

ITI-EK ITI Rollback Essentials Kit $449.99

Make sure you have what you need for your next call with the ITI Rollback Essentials 
Kit. ITI skates are known for their durability and reliability when it comes moving 
locked or disabled vehicles. This kit features a set of four automotive skates for use 
with most passenger vehicles, and a pair of Big & Tall Skates and a pair of XL Big & 
Tall Skates for those larger tires found on pickups and SUVs. The kit also includes a 
control arm skate suited for vehicles with wheel impairment or suspension issues as 
well as two extensions: one for additional clearance and another for trailer axles. 
Lastly, the ITI Rollback Essentials Kit comes with a Trailer Jack Skate for moving 
trailers or protecting receiver hitches. Save over buying these skates individually.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood

Kit Includes: 
* (1) ITI Automotive Skate Kit - Set of 4
* (1) ITI Control Arm Skate
* (1) ITI Height Extender for the Control 
Arm Skate
* (1) ITI Axle Tube Height Extender 
* (1) ITI Trailer Jack Skate

ITI-STD ITI Rollback Standard Kit $281.99

All car carrier operators should own the ITI Rollback Standard Kit to assist them on 
their recovery job. This basic package includes a set of four Automotive Skates to 
help move disabled or locked vehicles, as well as a Control Arm Skate and Height 
Extender for vehicles with wheel impairment or suspension issues. ITI skates are 
known for their durability and reliability. This kit will help you complete your next call 
in a timely and efficient manner. Save over buying these skates individually.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood

Kit Includes: 
* (1) ITI Automotive Skate Kit - Set of 4
* (1) ITI Control Arm Skate
* (1) ITI Height Extender for the Control 
Arm Skate

ITI-STR ITI Rollback Starter Kit $160.99

ITI offers a full line of skates for a variety of applications. Their products are known 
for their durability and reliability. Get acquainted with them with this ITI Rollback 
Starter Kit. This introductory package includes a pair of Automotive Skates to help 
move disabled or locked vehicles, as well as a Control Arm Skate for vehicles with 
wheel impairment or suspension issues. This kit will help get you started down the 
path to timely and efficient recoveries. Save over buying these skates individually.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood

Kit Includes: 
* (1) ITI Automotive Skate Pair - Set of 2
* (1) ITI Control Arm Skate

ITI-YK ITI Yellow Rollback Essentials Kit $374.99

 ITI has produced a yellow Signature Series of its popular line of skates to help tow 
operators identify them in low-light situations and, therefore, keep better control of 
them under a pull. They are made from the same durable material as ITI’s traditional, 
earth-tone line of skates but offer greater visibility at night and better contrast against 
gravel and dirty road surfaces. To make sure you have the right skate for the job, ITI 
has assembled this line of yellow skates into a Rollback Essentials Kit. Included are 
a set of four automotive skates for use with most passenger vehicles. The kit also 
features a control arm skate suited for vehicles with wheel impairment or suspension 
issues as well as two extensions: one for additional clearance and another for trailer 
axles. Save over buying these skates individually.

* Made from extruded recycled plastic
* Rot, wear, oil and grease resistant
* Stronger than wood

Kit Includes: 
* (1) ITI Yellow Automotive Skate Kit - Set 
of 4
* (1) ITI Yellow Control Arm Skate
* (1) ITI Yellow Height Extender for the 
control arm skate
* (1) ITI Yellow Axle Tube Height Extender

To Order 
Equipment or Parts Call

517-647-4441 OR 616-527-1672 
WWW.REEDANDHOPPES.COM

ITI Distributor
Reed & Hoppes Inc.

2661 E Grand River Ave, 
Portland, MICHIGAN 48875




